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PMC 16.09.140(B) CRITERIA 

DEMONSTRATION MEMORANDUM 

Date:  February 16, 2021 

To:  Marla Powers, Associate Planner, Poulsbo PED  

From:  John Piccone, P.E., Soundwest Engineering Assoc.  

  Carol Tripp, Manager, Port of Poulsbo 

Subject: Port response to request for “Shoreline Conditional Use Permit Analysis” 

 

PMC 16.09.140 (B)(1):  RCW 90.58.020 states that, “Permitted uses in the shorelines of the state shall be 

designed and conducted in a manner to minimize, insofar as practical, any resultant damage to the ecology 

and environment of the shoreline area and any interference with the public's use of the water.”  

The Port has submitted a Biological Evaluation, Mitigation Plan, and Coastal Engineering review to the 

City.  These documents detail the ecological and environmental impacts associated with the project and the 

correlating proposed mitigative measures, concluding that the project results in no net ecological loss of 

aquatic habitat function.  The Port has also submitted detailed plans and narratives describing the use of the 

proposed public access facility and its relation to the currently existing public marina use.  The Port has 

demonstrated its perspective relative to how the project minimizes, insofar as practical, resultant damage 

to ecology and environment, and how the proposed public use is consistent with the current public use and 

preserves and increases public access and recreational opportunities.   

PMC 16.09.140 (B)(2):  The proposed project, by its nature, enables public use of public shorelines. As a 

public marina in Liberty Bay, and a Washington State Port district, the Port of Poulsbo currently and 

historically has provided public shoreline access to Liberty Bay at its current location. Replacement of the 

existing dilapidated breakwater is essential to the safe operation and use of existing public marina facilities.  

PMC 16.09.140 (B)(3):  The project is located at the existing Port of Poulsbo marina in downtown Poulsbo, 

WA. Breakwaters are permitted in this shoreline area “when associated with moorage in a marina or port 

facility, public access or public recreation facility, public shoreline stabilization, or another specific public 

purpose” (Per PMC 16.08.430). The SCUP project primarily consists of replacing an existing breakwater 

at the Port of Poulsbo public marina facility. The Port submitted a Coastal Engineering Review 

Memorandum addressing and detailing the Port's perspective of how the proposed design complies with the 

City PMC governing breakwater design.  

PMC 16.09.140 (B)(4):  The Port submitted a Biological Evaluation Report and a Mitigation Plan detailing 

potential impacts to the environment and corresponding proposed mitigation. By providing no net loss 

through the proposed project mitigation (see table 1, page 7, Mitigation Plan) and an analysis of mitigation 

adequacy (see section 6, Mitigation Plan), the Port has demonstrated its perspective that the proposed 

project actions would result in no net loss of ecological function at the site relative to the existing condition. 

Further, excerpts from the Anchor QEA memorandum (peer review Consultant for the City) include: “This 

analysis concludes the large quantity of debris and pile removal would adequately compensate for the 

environmental impacts of the project and result in no net ecological loss of aquatic habitat function in 

Liberty Bay” (Page 9, end of first paragraph); and, “The Port has proposed to mitigate for impacts 

resulting from the project by removing piles, breakwater floats, walls, log booms, and submerged rock and 

debris from Liberty Bay. As discussed in the Shoreline Master Program section of this memorandum, the 

analysis presented in this memorandum concludes that the proposed mitigation would result in no net 

ecological loss of function and is compliant with the PMC.” (Page 10, paragraph 4).  

PMC 16.09.140 (B)(5):  The proposed project replaces critical infrastructure at an existing public marina 

facility and enables continued safe public use.  Through the plans, narratives, and reports previously 

submitted to the City the Port has demonstrated its perspective that the project will beneficially serve the 

public interest.  




